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Figure 1: A model with sharp edges and corners is meshed with our
variant of isosurface stuffing, achieving excellent dihedral angles
(shown in the histogram) while also precisely matching the input
surface (sharp features emphasized).

Tetrahedral mesh generation is an important tool in graphics, both
for discretizing dynamics in animation and in providing a domain
for geometric algorithms. The search for faster methods which pro-
duce higher quality tetrahedra continues. Here we present two mod-
ifications of Labelle and Shewchuk’s isosurface stuffing [2007],
which is exceptionally fast, provides good quality tetrahedra (with
strong bounds), and has a simple implementation — with the caveat
it only applies to smooth geometry.

We posit that isosurface stuffing’s improved element quality over
earlier octree methods (e.g. [Shephard and Georges 1991]) is at
least in part due to its use of the BCC lattice of tetrahedra as input
to the cutting and warping stage, rather than post-tetrahedralizing
cut and warped octree cells. We take this a step further, using an
even higher quality lattice of strictly acute tetrahedra, the “modi-
fied A-15 tile” identified by Üngör [2001], and previously used by
Williams for isosurface extraction due to its favourable valences
[2008]. All dihedral angles begin between 53◦ and 79◦, affording
significantly better output elements and/or allowing a greater de-
gree of warping before quality is degraded too far (see figure 1 for
example dihedral angle statistics).

This flexibility allows us to recover some of the earlier octree meth-
ods’ ability to capture sharp features such as edges and corners in
the input, even without refinement. We added a feature-matching
stage to the mesh generator after the usual stuffing. For each fea-
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Figure 2: Without feature-matching, the isosurface stuffing ap-
proach rounds off edges and corners when applied to non-smooth
inputs. Our variant doesn’t yet guarantee every feature is captured,
but is effective enough for many models of interest in graphics.

ture point (e.g. corner or endpoint of a curve) we snap the posi-
tion of the closest boundary vertex to it, breaking ties to the clos-
est feature when conflicted. Then, for each feature curve (whose
endpoints now have snapped vertices) we find a path through the
boundary mesh that runs as close as possible to the curve using Di-
jkstra’s algorithm, subject to avoiding excessive deformations, and
snap the vertices of the path to lie on the feature curve. In difficult
situations, such as high valence features and features underresolved
w.r.t. the lattice spacing, not all features are matched — but such
cases are localized and don’t detract from mesh quality. Especially
with a standard smoothing postprocess to optimize vertex locations,
this produces extremely high quality meshes for inputs of general
interest to graphics, yet is still fast and simple to implement.
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